
Lake Erie College Riding Questionnaire
Name: Date: Major:

Rider Height:

I have _____ years’ experience working with horses. 
I am able to mount and dismount unassisted
I am able to tack up a horse unassisted
I can name the parts of  the horse, saddle and bridle
I have jumped a horse
I have never jumped a horse
I have competed in (Name organizations)________________
If  yes, what division_________________________________
I can walk and trot only
I am not comfortable cantering horses
I can walk and trot without stirrups
I can walk, trot, and canter on a quiet horse
I can execute a leg yield
I can execute shoulder-in
I can execute a turn on the forehand
I can do a simple lead change
I can do a flying lead change

I know how to use direct rein
I know how to neck rein
I can execute a pivot/spin
I can perform a rollback
I can perform a sliding stop
I can perform a stop with the horse properly on it’s hind end
I can execute an extended (check all that apply)
     _____Walk     _____Trot     _____Lope
I can effectively guide a horse through, around and over 
obstacles. 
I can control the speed of  a horse
I can do a simple lead change
I can do a flying lead change
I can execute a side-pass
I primarily have rode (check all that apply) ___Trail 
___Pleasure  ____Ranch  ____Reining  ____All Around

I can do a 2 point position over poles
I can do a 2 point position with and without stirrups
I can execute a turn on the haunches
I can ride over trot poles and jump small X’s
I can jump without stirrups (check all that apply)
    _____2’     ____2’6”     _____3’
I can jump a course capably on a variety of  horses (check all 
that apply)
    _____2’ - 2’6”     _____2’6” - 2‘9”    _____3’    _____3’6”
Primarily I have rode (check all that apply) ___Hunters
____Jumpers    ____Eventers    ____All around

I can execute a leg yield
I can execute shoulder-in
I can execute and turn on the forehand
I can execute a turn on the haunches
I can sit the trot 

GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR ALL DISCIPLINES

ENGLISH RIDERS

WESTERN

DRESSAGE

Rider Weight:

What is your primary riding discipline? (check all that apply):

I want to have a riding evaluation in. This is the discipline you 
plan on riding at LEC. (check all that apply)

We will be using this questionnaire, along with a riding evaluation, to determine the best riding class placement for you. 
Please give careful consideration to your answers, so that we can place you in the most appropriate riding class for your 
experience and skill set. Please check ALL THE BOXES that apply to you. 

English Flat English O/F

Western Other (explain)

Dressage

English Flat English O/F WesternDressage
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